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Benefits for your business

 › Add a new dimension to your meetings

 › Embrace flexible working with team members able to work remotely

 › Increase productivity as non-verbal communication shortens meetings

 › Improve employee experience by enabling everyone to communicate  
in their preferred way (audio or video)

 › Password/pin protection makes all your meetings more secure 

Benefits for your teams

 › Employees can connect with a large number of meeting participants

 › Screen sharing capability for all participants makes video meetings 
more productive

 › Meetings can be joined with audio only or the full video experience

 › Being able to see colleagues increases the sense of belonging to a team

Key features
 › Easily turn conference calls into video calls

 › Hold video meetings with a large number  
of participants

 › Useful features such as moderator role,  
mute and unmute, and conference locking

 › Screen sharing to enable brainstorming  
with colleagues

Forget everything you’ve ever  
known about telephone systems.

Cloudya Meet & Share Video Conferencing adds a 
personal touch to your calls and enables all your team 
members to participate in more productive meetings, 
wherever they’re working from.

NFON Cloudya Meet & Share  
Video Conferencing feature

The easy way to enhance 
collaboration by turning  
conference calls into video calls

Make meetings  
more productive
Cloudya is NFON’s cloud-based phone system 
that offers you total freedom with your business 
communications. It enables your teams to stay 
connected and work more efficiently together,  
no matter where they are and what devices  
they’re using. 

To enable even better collaboration, you can now turn conference 
calls into video meetings with Cloudya Meet & Share Video 
Conferencing. With this feature, all your employees will benefit 
from enhanced, seamless communication. Better still, they will 
enjoy a greater sense of belonging, even when working remotely.
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